Dosher Announces Latest “Triple E” Recipient

SOUTHPORT— Nin Patel, CPhT, a Pharmacy Technician at Dosher Memorial Hospital, is the latest recipient of the Dosher Memorial Hospital Employees Exceeding Excellence, “Triple E” Award. Nin began at the Dosher Hospital Pharmacy 12 years ago and has worked in the field for 15. In the words of her colleagues, Nin is described as, “a shining example of Dosher’s Standards of Behavior.” Nin is known for her kindness and helpfulness toward co-workers, patients, and visitors alike and is always willing to help out in a bind. Nin has a talent for anticipating potential challenges ahead of time and her mastery for troubleshooting.

Most recently, in support of the hospital and the health and well-being of the community, Nin furthered her education to become certified as a vaccine administrator so that she was able to assist with the vaccine initiative for COVID.

Nin is from and currently lives in Southport. Dosher Triple E’s are nominated by their peers on a quarterly basis.
Nin Patel, CPhT, of the Dosher Pharmacy Department
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